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 .Let ErF be a finite separable extension such that E s F G with F* F G F E*,
GrF* a finite group, and such that there exists a 1]1 correspondence between the
subfields of the extension ErF and the subgroups of GrF*, but ErF is not
G-cogalois. A necessary and sufficient condition is given for the existence of
Ä Äanother group G for the extension ErF to be G-cogalois. Q 1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
 .  < nLet ErF be a field extension. We write T ErF s a g E* a g F*
4  .  .  .for some n G 1 and Cog ErF s T ErF rF*. That is, Cog ErF is the
torsion group of E*rF*.
 .The extension ErF is called cogalois with cogalois group Cog ErF if
<  . < w x   ..ErF is a finite extension with Cog ErF F E:F and E s F T ErF .
w xCogalois theory was developed by Greither and Harrison 3 as a dual
theory, in the sense of lattices, to galois theory. Greither and Harrison
proved that if ErF is a cogalois extension, then there exists a 1]1
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correspondence between the subfields of the extension ErF and the
 .subgroups of T ErF containing F*. Furthermore, for any intermediate
field L of the extension ErF, LrF is a cogalois extension.
w xAlbu and Nicolae 1 extended the concept of a cogalois extension using
w xas a basic tool a result of Kneser 4 . More precisely, given a subgroup G
 .of T ErF containing F*, they defined the extension ErF to be G-Kneser
< < w x  .if ErF is a finite extension with GrF* F E:F and E s F G .
A cogalois extension is separable; however, a G-Kneser extension is not
w  .xnecessarily separable 1, Remarks 2.5 2 . Furthermore, if L is an interme-
diate field of the extension ErF, then the extension LrF is not necessar-
w xily H-Kneser for any H subgroup of G containing F* 1, Example 3.4 , in
contrast with cogalois theory where this result holds, that is, every subex-
tension of a cogalois extension is cogalois. The extension ErF is called
G-cogalois if ErF is separable G-Kneser and for each intermediate field
L of the extension ErF there exists an H subgroup of G containing F*
such that LrF is H-Kneser. Thus, if the extension ErF is G-cogalois,
then there exists a 1]1 correspondence between the subfields of the
extension ErF and the subgroups of G containing F*.
 .The finite separable extensions ErF such that E s F G with F* F G
F E* and such that there exists a 1]1 correspondence between the
subfields of the extension ErF and the subgroups of G containing F* will
be called pseudo G-cogalois. Thus, G-cogalois extensions ErF are pseudo
G-cogalois, G-Kneser, and such that for any intermediate field L of the
extension ErF there exists a subgroup H of G containing F* such that
LrF is H-Kneser. We will prove that there exist pseudo G-cogalois
 .extensions which are not G-cogalois Section 4 .
w xUnder these conditions, Albu and Nicolae 1 asked the following
Äquestion: under the above conditions, does there exist another group G
Äsuch that the extension ErF is G-cogalois? The aim of this paper is to
give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of another group
Ä ÄG for the extension ErF to be G-cogalois. As a corollary we characterize
the finite extensions of Q which satisfy the above conditions.
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
 < 4We will denote P s p p is an odd prime or p s 4 , and for a given
 < 4n G 1, P s p g P p divides n .n
 4  . If F is any field, F* s F R 0 . For any extension ErF, T ErF s a
< n 4g E* a g F* for some n G 1 is the subgroup of E* of all elements of
 .  .E* which are torsion mod F*, and Cog ErF s T ErF rF* is the torsion
group of E*rF* which is called the cogalois group of E over F. If g g E*,
gF* will denote the element in E*rF* with representative g.
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For a group G, H F G means that H is a subgroup of G. If g g G,
 .  :o g will denote the order of g. If A is a subset of G, A will denote the
 .subgroup generated by A. The exponent of G, exp G , is the least n g N
such that g n s e for each g g G if such n exists. For an abelian group G
 .and a prime number p, we will denote the p-primary part of G by tor G ,p
 .that is, tor G consists of all elements of G whose order is a power of p.p
If n is a positive integer, j will denote a primitive nth root of unity in an
field F.
DEFINITION 1. Let ErF be a finite field extension. Then ErF is called
 . <  . < w xi conormal if Cog ErF F E:F ;
 .   ..ii coseparable if E s F T ErF , that is, E is generated by the
torsion of E* mod F*;
 .iii cogalois if ErF is conormal and coseparable.
The following theorem is dual, in the sense of lattices, to the fundamen-
tal theorem of galois theory.
 w x.THEOREM 1 Greither and Harrrison 3, Theorem 1.6 . Let ErF be a
cogalois extension and let K be an intermediate field of the extension ErF.
Then
 .i ErK and KrF are both cogalois extensions.
 .   ..ii K s F T KrF .
 .  .   . .iii For a subgroup H of T ErF containing F*, Cog F H rF s
HrF*.
 .  .  .iv The maps ]l T ErF : L ª T and F ] : T ª L are in¨erse
 <  .4isomorphisms of lattices, where T s H F* F H F T ErF and L s
 < 4L F : L, L subfield of E .
DEFINITION 2. A field extension ErF is called pure if for any p g P,
the relation j g E implies that j g F.p p
 w x.THEOREM 2 Greither and Harrison 3, Theorem 1.5 . A finite exten-
sion ErF is a cogalois extension if and only if ErF is coseparable, separable,
and pure.
Remark 1. Usually, Theorem 2 is the one we can use to verify if an
extension is cogalois.
If ErF is a field extension and G is a group such that F* F G F
 .T ErF , then we will denote
< < 4  4G s H F* F H F G and L s L F ; L, L subfield of E .
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DEFINITION 3. The extension ErF is called
 .  .i G-radical if E s F G ;
 .ii G-Kneser if ErF is a finite G-radical extension such that
< < w xGrF* F E:F ;
 .  .iii Kneser if it is G-Kneser for some subgroup G of T ErF
containing F*.
 .Remark 2. The extension ErF is cogalois if and only if it is T ErF -
Kneser.
 w x.PROPOSITION 1 Albu and Nicolae 1, Proposition 2.4 . Let ErF be a
finite G-radical extension. Then the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .i ErF is G-Kneser.
 . < < w xii GrF* s E:F .
 .iii Each set of representati¨ es of G mod F* forms a ¨ector space basis
of E o¨er F.
w xThe following theorem owing to Kneser 4 establishes a useful criterion
for separable extensions to be G-Kneser.
 .THEOREM 3 Kneser's criterion . Let ErF be a finite separable G-radical
extension with GrF* finite. Then ErF is G-Kneser if and only if for any odd
prime p, the relation j g G implies that j g F, and if 1 q j g G thenp p 4
j g F.4
 w x.PROPOSITION 2 Albu and Nicolae 1, Proposition 3.2 . Let ErF be a
separable G-Kneser extension and L g L . Then the following conditions are
equi¨ alent:
 .i LrF is H-Kneser for some H g G.
 .  .ii LrF is L* l G -Kneser.
 .iii ErL is L*G-Kneser.
DEFINITION 4. Let ErF be a separable G-Kneser extension. ErF is
 .called G-Cogalois if for each L g L one hence each of the conditions in
Proposition 2 is satisfied.
DEFINITION 5. Let ErF be a field extension and n g N. The extension
ErF is called n-pure if for any p g P , the relation j g E implies thatn p
j g F.p
 .Remark 3. Let ErF be a field extension such that Cog ErF is a
  ..finite group. Let n s exp Cog ErF . Then the extension ErF is pure if
and only if it is n-pure.
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 w x.THEOREM 4 Albu and Nicolae 1, Theorem 3.7 . Let ErF be a finite
 .separable G-radical extension with GrF* finite. Let n s exp GrF* . Then
the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .i ErF is G-cogalois;
 .  .ii ErF is G-Kneser, and the maps ]l G: L ª G, F ] : G ª L
are in¨erse isomorphisms of lattices;
 .iii ErF is n-pure.
 w x.THEOREM 5 Albu and Nicolae 1, Corollary 3.12 . Let ErF be a field
extension which is both G-cogalois and H-cogalois. Then G s H.
3. PSEUDO-COGALOIS EXTENSIONS
From Theorem 4, we have that if ErF is a finite separable G-radical
extension with GrF* finite, then ErF is G-cogalois if and only if ErF is
 .G-Kneser and the maps ]l G: L ª G, F ] : G ª L are inverse isomor-
phisms of lattices.
w xAlbu and Nicolae 1 posed the following question. Assume that ErF is
a finite separable G-radical extension with GrF* finite, so that
 .i ErF is not G-Kneser, and
 .  .ii The maps ]l G: L ª G, F ] : G ª L are inverse isomor-
phisms of lattices.
Ä Ä .Does there exist a group F* F G F T ErF so that ErF is G-cogalois?
The main result in this section is to find necessary and sufficient
conditions to answer the question positively. We shall start with some
preliminary results.
LEMMA 1. Let ErF be a finite separable extension and let G be a
 .  .subgroup of T ErF containing F* with GrF* finite. Let n s exp GrF* .
<w xIf p g P , then j g G or p E:F .n p
<  .Proof. If 4 n with char F / 2, then there exists a g G such that
 . 4 4o aF* s 4. Let a g F* be such that a s a. If a g y4F , then there
exists b g F* such that a s y4b4, that is, a 4 s y4b4 s 4j 2 b4. Hence4
4 2 4  2 2 . 2 2 . 20 s a y 4j b s a q 2j b a y 2j b . This implies that a s4 4 4
"2j b2 g G. Therefore j g G.4 4
4 4 wIf a f y4F , then x y a is an irreducible polynomial over F 5, Chap.
x w  . x w xVIII, Theorem 9.1 and F a :F s 4. Hence 4 N E:F .
 .If p g P , p / 4, then there exists a g G such that o aF* s p. Sincen
 . pErF is separable, we have that char F / p. Hence a g F*. Let a g F*
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be such that a s a p. If a g F p, then there exists b g F such that
b p s a s a p. Since the order of aF* is p, this implies that a s j ib g Gp
for some 1 F i F p y 1. Therefore j g G.p
p p wIf a f F , then x y a is an irreducible polynomial over F 5, Chap.
x <w xVIII, Theorem 9.1 . Therefore p E:F .
DEFINITION 6. Let ErF be a finite separable G-radical extension with
GrF* finite. ErF is called pseudo G-cogalois if the maps ]l G: L ª G,
 .F ] : G ª L are inverse isomorphisms of lattices.
Remark 4. Assume ErF is pseudo G-cogalois. Then ErF is G-
 .cogalois if and only if ErF is G-Kneser see Theorem 4 .
LEMMA 2. Let ErF be a pseudo G-cogalois extension. Let H be a
 .  < 4subgroup of E* such that F* F H F G. Let K s F H , H s S H F S F G ,
 < 4and K s S9 K* F S9 F K*G . Let
w : H ª K, c : K ª H ,
and
S ¬ K*S S9 ¬ S9 l G.
Then w and c are in¨erse isomorphisms of lattices.
 .Proof. From assumption, we have that K* l G s F H * l G s H.
Therefore, the conclusion follows by applying the isomorphism
G G K*G
s ( .
H K* l G K*
PROPOSITION 3. Let ErF be a pseudo G-cogalois extension. Let K be a
subfield of the extension ErF and let H be the unique subgroup of G
 .containing F* which satisfies K s F H . Then KrF is pseudo H-cogalois and
ErK is pseudo K*G-cogalois.
Proof. Let us denote
< < 4  4I s S F* F S F H , S s L L subfield of K , F ; L ,
< < 4  4K s S9 K* F S9 F K*G , R s L L subfield of E, K ; L .
Let
a : I ª S , b : S ª I,
 .S ¬ F S , L ¬ L l H,
g : K ª R, d : R ª K,
 .S9 ¬ K S9 , L ¬ L l K*G.
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Then, from Definition 6, it is obvious that a and b are inverse
isomorphisms of lattices. Therefore KrF is pseudo H-cogalois.
 < 4On the other hand, let H s S H F S F G be as in Lemma 2 and let
u : H ª R, q : R ª H ,andS ¬ K S , . L ¬ L l G.
Then, from Definition 6, u and q are inverse isomorphisms of lattices.
Let w and c be the inverse isomorphisms of lattices of Lemma 2. If
S9 g K and L g R, we have that
g S9 s K S9 s K w (c S9 s K K* S9 l G .  .  .  .  . .  .
s K S9 l G s u (c S9 .  .  .
and
d L s L l K*G s w (c L l K*G s K* L l K*G l G .  .  .  .
s K* L l G s w (q L . .  .  .
Hence g s u (c and d s w (q . Thus g and d are inverse isomor-
phisms of lattices. Therefore ErK is pseudo K*G-cogalois.
Remark 5. If ErF is pseudo G-cogalois, then the relation j q 1 g G4
implies that j g F*. In fact, if j q 1 g G and j f F*, then4 4 4
 :F* j q 14  :s 4 and F F* j q 1 s F j . . .4 4F*
w  . xSince F j :F s 2, this contradicts Definition 6.4
 .From Remark 5 and Theorem 4 ii , if ErF is pseudo G-cogalois but
not G-cogalois, then there exist odd primes, say p , . . . , p , such that j g1 r p i
 :G R F. We denote N s F* j for i s 1, . . . , r. Let N s N ??? N ,i p 1 ri
where p , . . . , p are all odd primes p g P such that j g G R F. Since1 r i n p i
< <NrF* s p for each i s 1, . . . , r, we have thati i
rN Nis . 1 .[F* F*is1
Therefore
N
s p ??? p .1 rF*
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With notation as above, we have:
THEOREM 6. Assume ErF is pseudo G-cogalois but not G-cogalois. Then
Ä Ä  .ErF is G s cogalois for some F* F G F T ErF if and only if the following
conditions hold:
 .  .i F j rF is a Kummer extension of prime exponent l for eachp ii
i s 1, . . . , r,
 .ii There exists a subgroup M of G containing F* such that
G M N
s [
F* F* F*
with
M N M
w x, s 1 and l . . . l s E:F .1 r /F* F* F*
 .  .iii F M rF is M-cogalois with
M
, l ??? l s 1.1 r /F*
 .  .  . If the abo¨e conditions hold and F j s F a with o a F* s l i sp i i ii
.1, . . . , r , then
rÄG M
 :s [ a F* .[ i /F* F* is1
Ä  .Proof. First we assume that there exists a subgroup G of T ErF
Äcontaining F* such that the extension ErF is G-cogalois. Let n s0
Ä .exp GrF* . From Theorem 4 we have the extension ErF is n -pure and0
Ä < < .from the choice of the primes p we obtain that GrF* , p s 1 for eachi i
Ä Äi s 1, . . . , r. Let N be the unique subgroup of G containing F* such thati
Ä .  .  .F N s F j s F N for each i s 1, . . . , r. From assumption, it followsi p ii
 .that the cyclic extension F j rF does not have intermediate subfields.piÄw  . x < <Therefore F j :F s NrF* s l is a prime number dividing p y 1.p i i iiÄ Ä l i l i :  .Let a g G be such that N s F* a i s 1, . . . , r . Then x y a isi i i i
w x  .an irreducible polynomial over F x and since F j rF is a Galoispi
 .  .  .extension, we have that j g F j . We have that F : F j : F jl p l pi i i i
 .  .  .with F j / F j , so that j g F. Condition i follows.l p li i i
Ä Ä ÄNow, let N s N ??? N . We note that1 r
ÄF N s F j , . . . , j s F a , . . . , a s F N . .  .  . .p p 1 r1 r
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 .  .Let K s F j , . . . , j . We observe that N ??? N N ??? N l N sp p 1 iy1 iq1 r i1 r
F* for each i s 1, . . . , r. Since ErF is pseudo G-cogalois, we have that
F s F N ??? N N ??? N l F N .  .1 iy1 iq1 r i
s F j , . . . , j , j , . . . , j l F j .  .p p p p p1 iy1 iq1 r i
for each i s 1, . . . , r.
Thus, we obtain that
rÄ ÄN Ni w xs and K :F s l ??? l .[ 1 rF* F*is1
ÄHence KrF is an N-cogalois extension.
ÄSince ErF is G-cogalois, the extension ErK is K*G-radical and
ÄK*G-Kneser with K*GrK* finite. From Proposition 3, there is an isomor-
phism between the lattice of subfields of ErK and the lattice of subgroups
Ä Ä .of K*GrK* resp. of K*GrK* . Thus, ErK is a K*G-cogalois extension.
We will prove that ErK is K*G-Kneser. Thus we will have similarly that
ErK is K*G-cogalois.
Let q be an odd prime such that j g K*G, then j s ag for someq q
 .a g K* and g g G. Let m s exp K*GrK* . If q ¦ m, then 1 s uq q sm
with u, s g Z, so
j s ag uqqsm s a1yuq ? g sm g K .q
< <  . <w xIf q m, then q exp GrF* . Hence, from Lemma 1, j g G or q E:F sq
Ä< <GrF* . If j g G R F, then q s p for some i s 1, . . . , r. Thus, j s jq i q piÄ< < <g K. If q GrF* , since the extension ErF is n -pure, we have that0
j g F : K. Therefore, we have in any case that j g K.q q
ÄTherefore, ErK is both K*G-cogalois and K*G-cogalois. We obtain
Ä Ä Äfrom Theorem 5 that K*G s K*G. Since N s K* l G and N s K* l G,
we have that
< < < <GrF* GrF* G
s s
< <p ??? p NrF* N1 r
ÄK*G K*G
w xs s E: K s
K* K*
Ä Ä< <G GrF*
s sÄ Ä< <N NrF*
Ä< <GrF*
s .
l ??? l1 r
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That is,
Ä Ä< <G GrF* G
w xE:F s s l ??? l with , p , . . . , p s 1. 2 .1 r 1 r /F* p ??? p F*1 r
 .  .From 2 , we have that tor GrF* s NrF* for i s 1, . . . , r. Therefore,p ii
there exists a subgroup M of G containing F* such that
G M N
s [
F* F* F*
with
M N M
w x, s 1 and l ??? l s E:F .1 r /F* F* F*
 .Therefore condition ii follows.
 .  .Now, we shall prove iii . Let L s F M . From assumption we have that
L l K s F. Let j g M with q an odd prime. Then q / p for eachq i
i s 1, . . . , r. Therefore we have that j g F. Hence, LrF is M-cogalois,q
Äthat is, LrF is a M-Kneser extension. Furthermore, if M is a subgroup of
Ä Ä .G containing F* such that L s F M , then LrF is both M-cogalois and
Ä ÄM-cogalois, and therefore, from Theorem 5, M s M. Since GrF* s
 .  .MrF* [ NrF* and we have the isomorphism of lattices between the
Ä .subfields of the extension ErF and the subgroups of G resp. G contain-
ing F*, we obtain
ÄM N
 4l s 1 .
F* F*
Thus,
Ä ÄM N G
[ F
F* F* F*
with
Ä ÄM N M G
w x[ s l ??? l s E:F s .1 rF* F* F* F*
Therefore
Ä ÄG M N
s [ .
F* F* F*
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 < < .Finally, we shall prove that MrF* , l s 1 for each i s 1, . . . , r. As-i
< <  4sume that l divides MrF* for some i g 1, . . . , r . Choose b g M suchi
 .  .   :.  .that o bF* s l . Since F b s F F* b and F M rF is M-cogalois,i
w  . x < : <  .  .we have that F b :F s bF* s l . Let L s F b , a s F b , j ,i 1 i p i
 .  .  :  :  4where F b l F a s F, since bF* l j F* s 1 and the exten-i p i
  :.sion ErF is pseudo G-cogalois. We observe that L s F F* b , j with1 pi
 :  : :F* b , j F* jF* b Zp pi is [ ( .
F* F* F* l p Zi i
Therefore the extension L rF has only two intermediate fields. But the1
extension L rF is galois with1
Z Z
Gal L rF ( [ , .1 l Z l Zi i
a contradiction.
 .  .  .Conversely, we assume that i , ii , and iii hold. Let a g E* be suchi
Ä .  .  .that F a s F j with o a F* s l for each i s 1, . . . , r. Let G be thei p i ii
subgroup of E* containing F* such that
rÄG M
 :s [ a F* .[ i /F* F* is1
Ä .Set n s exp GrF* . We shall prove that the extension ErF is n -pure.0 0
<Let p g P be such that p n with p / l for each i s 1, . . . , r. Then we0 i
<  .  .  .have that p exp MrF* . Thus, since F M rF is M-cogalois, if j g F M ,p
 .then j g F. We assume that j g E R F M and we shall reach ap p
contradiction.
If p s 4, then there exists a subgroup H of G containing F* such that
 .  . w  . xF j s F H , where F j :F s 2. From assumption, HrF* is a cyclic4 4
 :  4group of prime order and hence H s F* j for some i g 1, . . . , r withpi
 .  .  . w  . xF j s F j s F a and 2 s F j :F s l . This implies that l is a4 p i 4 i ii
< <divisor of MrF* , a contradiction.
 .If p is an odd prime, choose b g M such that o bF* s p. Since
w  . x w   :. x  . pF b :F s F F* b :F s p, we obtain that the polynomial f x s x
p w x  .  . w  . xy b g F x is irreducible. Thus, f x s irr bj , F, x and F bj :F sp p
p. Therefore there exists a subgroup H of G containing F* such that
 .  .  .  .   .F bj s F H . Since F M l F bj s F j g E R F M and b gp p p
.M , we have that
M H
 4l s 1 .
F* F*
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From assumption, we necessarily have that HrF* is a cyclic group with
< <  4  :HrF* s p for some i g 1, . . . , r . That is, H s F* j . Thereforei p i
 .  . w  . x w  . xF bj s F j with p s F bj :F s F j :F s l , a contradiction.p p p p ii i
ÄTherefore ErF is G-cogalois.
COROLLARY 1. Let E be a number field such that the extension ErQ is
Äpseudo G-cogalois but not G-cogalois. Then ErQ is G-cogalois for some
Ä  .subgroup G of T ErQ containing Q* if and only if there exists an intermedi-
ate field K of the extension ErQ such that KrQ is cogalois with
 <  . < .T KrQ rQ* , 6 s 1, where
G T KrQ .
 :s [ j Q*3
Q* Q*
 .and E s K j .3
If the abo¨e conditions hold, then
ÄG T KrQ . ’ :s [ y3 Q* .
Q* Q*
ÄProof. Suppose that the extension ErQ is G-cogalois for some sub-
Ä  .group G of T ErQ containing Q*. Then the extension ErQ satisfies the
conditions of Theorem 6. With the notation given there, we have that if p
 .is an odd prime, Q j rQ is a Kummer extension of prime exponent ifp
and only if p s 3. Hence
ÄG M G M ’ :  :s [ j Q* and s [ y3 Q* ,3
Q* Q* Q* Q*
 .  < < . w x < <where Q M rQ is M-cogalois, MrQ* , 6 s 1, and E:Q s 2 MrQ* .
 .Let denote K s Q M . We shall prove that j f K for each p g P.p
< <Assume j g K. If p is an odd prime such that p divides MrQ* , thenp
<  .p exp MrQ* and hence j g Q since the extension KrQ is M-cogalois, ap
< <  .contradiction. If p does not divide MrQ* with p / 3, then Q : Q j :p
w  . xK with Q j :Q s p y 1. Let H be a subgroup of M containing Q* suchp
 .  .  .that Q j s Q H . Since Q j rQ is H-Kneser, we have that p y 1 sp p
w  . x < < < <Q j :Q s HrQ* with p y 1 a divisor of MrQ* . Thus, we obtain thatp
< <2 divide MrQ* , a contradiction.
Therefore, if p is an odd prime, we have that j f K.p
 . w  . xNow, if p s 4 we have that Q j : K with Q j :Q s 2. Therefore 24 4
< <divides MrQ* , again a contradiction.
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Therefore KrQ is a pure, separable, and coseparable extension; that is,
KrQ is cogalois. Then we necessarily have that
M T KrQ .
s .
Q* Q*
 .Clearly we have that E s K j .3
Conversely, let K be an intermediate field of the extension ErQ which
Ä  .satisfies the conditions. Let G be the subgroup of T ErQ containing Q
such that
ÄG T KrQ . ’ :s [ y3 Q* .
Q* Q*
Let p be an odd prime such that j g G. Then, from the hypothesis, itp
 .follows that p s 3 with Q j rQ a Kummer extension of exponent 2. If3
 .we put M s T KrQ , then the conditions of Theorem 6 are satisfied and
Ätherefore the extension ErQ is G-cogalois.
4. EXAMPLES
We shall give an example in characteristic p ) 0 of an extension which
Ä Äis pseudo G-cogalois but not G-cogalois for any group G. We start with
the following:
LEMMA 3. Let q s pr with p a prime number. Write q y 1 s l a1 ??? l as,1 s
the factorization of q y 1 into powers of distinct primes. Let t be a rational
 .integer such that t G 2 and t, q y 1 s 1. Then
1 q q q ??? qqty1 , q y 1 s 1. .
< t .In particular, there exists a prime number l such that l q y 1 and l ¦
 .q y 1 .
Proof. We have q ' 1 mod I, so 1 q q q ??? qqty1 ' 1 q ??? q1 ' t,
so t g I. Hence I contains the coprime numbers t and q y 1.
EXAMPLE 1. Set q s pr with p a prime number. From Lemma 3, we
< t .  .can choose t and l prime numbers such that l q y 1 with l, q y 1 s 1
 . w x  t .t ts t, q y 1 . Then F :F s t and F contains all the q y 1 th roots ofq q q
< t . tunity of the algebraic closure of F with l q y 1 . In particular, j g F .q l q
qy1 < .If j g F , then j s 1, and consequently l q y 1 , a contradiction.l q l
 . w  . xtHence, j f F and F j s F . Since, t s F j :F is a divisor ofl q q l q q l q
 .w l s l y 1, we have that t / l.
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U : U U  U .tLet G s F j . We have that F F G F F . If o j F s m, thenq l q q l q
m U mqy1. <  .m F l and j g F . That is, j s 1. Thus l m q y 1 which impliesl q l
< Uthat l m. Hence l s m. Therefore, GrF is a group of order l.q
Ät tTherefore, F rF is pseudo G-cogalois but F rF is not G-cogalois forq q q q
Ä U Utany subgroup G of F containing F , since otherwise, we would have thatq q
Ä U U U t tw x < < <w x  .  . < .t tF :F s GrF s t with t F :F s q y 1 r q y 1 . Then t q y 1 .q q q q q
From Fermat's little theorem, we have that qty1 ' 1 mod t. Since
 .  t .t, q y 1 s 1, it follows t, q y 1 s 1.
Now, we shall give an example in characteristic 0 of an extension which
Ä Äis pseudo G-cogalois but not G-cogalois for any subgroup G.
3’ .EXAMPLE 2. Let E s Q j , 2 and F s Q. We have that ErF is a3
 .Galois extension with galois group Gal ErF ( S the symmetric group of3
degree 3.
3 3’ ’ :  :  :Let G s Q* j , 2 . Hence GrQ* s j Q* [ 2 Q* .3 3
Therefore ErF is a finite separable G-radical extension with GrF*
 .finite, and such that the maps ]l G: L ª G and F ] : G ª L are
inverse isomorphisms of lattices. That is, ErF is pseudo G-cogalois but it
 .is not G-cogalois. From Theorem 6 ii we have that there exists no
Ä Äsubgroup G of E* containing F* such that ErF is G-cogalois.
Finally, the following example shows that there are infinitely many
extensions of Q satifying the conditions of Corollary 1.
 .EXAMPLE 3. Let a and p be prime numbers such that p, 6 s 1 and
let
p’K s Q a : R. /
Since K : R, we have that the extension KrQ is pure. It is clear that
KrQ is coseparable. Therefore KrQ is cogalois, by virtue of Theorem 2.
Thus
p’ :T KrQ Q* a .
s
Q* Q*
w x <  . <with K :Q s T KrQ rQ* s p.
 .  .Write E s K j . Let G be the subgroup of T ErQ containing Q*3
such that
G T KrQ .
 :s [ j Q* .3
Q* Q*
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We have that ErQ is pseudo G-cogalois but not G-cogalois. Further-
more the extension ErQ satisfies the conditions of Corollary 1. Therefore
ÄErQ is G-cogalois with
ÄG T KrQ . ’ :s [ y3 Q* .
Q* Q*
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